
Project Rhapis excelsa East Java / Indonesia. 
 
Rhapis excelsa is a palm species which is cultivated by many farmers in several villages 
in the districts of:  
Lumajang / Jember; sub – districts of Yosowilangun, RowoKankung, GemukMas, and 
Kediri; sub – district Ngadiluwih and surrounding villages. 
 
The Company, PT PalmHijauLestari (PT PHL), based in Malang / East Java, has 
developed a sustainable trade of these ornamental palms since 1998.  
Main export destination is The Netherlands.  
After having had a long relationship with Tropical Ornamental Plant trade company 
LasPalmas International Trade BV, PT PHL has since January 2008 reached a (new) 
trade relationship with CeesReemst International BV (Aalsmeer, The Netherlands).    
(www.ceesreemst.nl). 
 
The goal of PT PHL in Indonesia is, to facilitate the sustainable development of locally 
available ornamental plants business, which should result in high value trade (export) to 
contribute towards an increase in economic activity in certain rural area’s, and therewith 
provide for job opportunities and in general to be able to create innovation and creative 
business opportunities for people who have little access to basic necessities.  
PT PHL has activities in East Java Indonesia and Bali. 
 

 
picture above: potted Rhapis excelsa plant, (height 1.25m.) export quality.   
 
Through many years of experience, the company PT PHL has built extensive knowledge 
of the trade of this ornamental plant species. 



The Rhapis excelsa variety of East Java is especially suitable as a hardy, indoor 
ornamental, used for interior decoration purposes in Western countries (The Netherlands / 
Europe). The plant has special value regarding it’s effects on indoor air quality, and is 
ranked high in a list of plants (Bill Wolverton, NASA research), which are able to 
produce clean air and therewith contribute to a healthy working environment in office 
buildings. (the ability to recycle polluted indoor air).    
 
Characteristics of the cultivation: 
Plants are still cultivated in an extensive way. Mother plants are grown in backyards 
mainly in above mentioned villages and districts (East Java) where they have formed 
large ‘clusters’ of plants.  
Propagation of the plants is done through the cultivation of young shoots (no seed 
production of this variety). Every 4 to 5 months, young shoots are collected from the 
mother plant population, which are cultivated to become potted ornamental plants.   
 

 
picture above;  Rhapis excelsa used as indoor decoration plant. 
 
The company PT PHL has developed a large network of individual small growers in 
several villages and districts, which provide young plants. 
The trade of these plants has greatly contributed towards the well being of the local 
farmers, they obtained a steady income and several side businesses have developed like 
the production of coconut fiber (from the coconut husk) and the production of high 
quality compost from chicken manure. 
Overall the cultivation of these plants has brought an increase in revenue for the whole 
district, as can be seen from data from the agriculture department (East Java province / 
export revenue of horticulture products).      



 
Cultivation process Rhapis excelsa: 
Plants are dug out from villagers’ gardens. 
Plants are directly transported to nursery of PT PHL (close to the existing production 
villages). Plants are directly planted in plastic covered (green) houses. 
  

 
picture above:  plants are directly planted in plastic covered (green) houses  
                          (construction of green houses with locally available materials).  
 
Plants in plastic covered (green) houses will develop new roots and new growth after 
several weeks, (very fast), due extreme humidity (99%) and high temperatures (up to 40 
Celsius) in the closed plastic structures.    
Plants are then potted and slowly adapted to the outside temperature, under shade, and 
after approximately another 4 month, plants will be ready for export. 
Plants to be exported, should be of: 
best possible quality, including root development in the pot 
no damaged leaves and show strong growth. 
 
Plants are carefully stashed in climate controlled (reefer) containers. (temperature and 
humidity controlled). Transit time for containers from East Java (Surabaya) to Rotterdam, 
will take approximately 4 weeks (average of 25-27 days.) 
There is little damage from the (long) transit time inside the closed container, this is why 
the species Rhapis excelsa is very suitable to be transported in this way. 
Goal of PT PHL is to deliver best quality plants which do not need much adaptation 
after arrival at destination (The Netherlands).  
 



 
Picture above:                                         picture above: 
Plants ready to be packed in container     plants loaded in container 
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